Abstract
Writing in the postwar period, Egyptian Expeditionary Force (hereafter EEF) soldiers were consistently haunted by the fear that their wartime participation had gone unnoticed -that their sacrifice had been perceived as bloodless. In 1919, less than one year after the end of World War I, Antony Bluett published his retrospective account of the Egypt and Palestine campaign, titled With Our Army in Palestine. Writing of the second failed attempt to capture Gaza in April 1917, he recalled the feelings of isolation and abandonment felt by the men of the EEF during the war, "We used to wonder sometimes whether people at home knew there was an army at all in Egypt and Palestine." An army, he continued, "longing wistfully for the merest crumb from the table of appreciation, just to show that our 'bit' was known and recognized." 1 During World War I, an extraordinary amount of societal pressure was concentrated on The first section is concerned with the public profile of the Egypt and Palestine campaign and the extent to which soldiers knew of their popular news coverage or lack thereof. A result of government censorship and sporadic press attention, which intensified only with the capture of Jerusalem in December 1917 and again during the thunderous march to Aleppo in September 1918, the British public's understanding of the campaign was shrouded by the fog of war. It was not until the arrival of Lowell Thomas' travelogue in September 1919 that the campaign received greater awareness. Familial connections in Britain, broken and inconsistent as they were, worked to inform soldiers of their place in the emerging national narrative during the war, fuelling wartime grievances and fomenting feelings of neglect.
Section two explores the retrospective construction of soldier identity. Through the publication of war books, EEF soldiers were able to mold their wartime story as they saw fit. Threatening the legitimacy of their wartime experience, the public profile of the Egypt and Palestine campaign hinged on the belief that prior to the surrender of Jerusalem in December 1917, EEF troops were doing little, if anything, to warrant their military service to the Empire. 13 This period of perceived inactivity coincided with the command of General Sir Archibald Murray, 1916 Murray, -1917 , and formed part of a retrospective dichotomy that separated the soldiers' experience under Murray from the later successes of General Sir Edmund Allenby, 1917 Allenby, -1918 . To rationalize periods of martial inactivity, that is, portions of the campaign spent on infrastructural development and regimental reorganization under Murray, EEF soldiers presented themselves as military labourers.
To promote a martial image, soldiers could also link themselves to the medieval crusades. This occurred most frequently when detailing Allenby's command and the victories from the Third Battle of Gaza in November 1917 to Turkey's surrender in October 1918. Not simply the result of economic motivation or a desire for commercial success, soldiers appropriated the medieval analogy as part of a mnemonic process, aimed at investing their wartime actions with meaning and historical continuity. Soldiers also promoted the EEF as a liberating army, freeing the Holy Land from the clutches of Ottoman despotism. Mirroring the language used about Belgium on the Western Front, references to the campaign as a crusade were often appropriating the rhetoric of British liberalism, and not, strictly speaking, holy war.
By the end of the war in Egypt and Palestine in October 1918, over 450,000 British soldiers had fought in the EEF. Like their comrades on the Western front, they, too, wrote in numbers of their experiences after the war. 14 Many of these soldiers also saw action in France, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, or Salonika. However, soldiers who had spent only brief periods of time on other fronts composed the majority of postwar EEF writings. Their experiences in France or Gallipoli could be used to provide comparative points, but they did not dominate their memory of the war or feature prominently in their writings. Before we can address why EEF soldiers were writing and how they positioned their stories into the national war narrative, we must follow in the footsteps of Antony Bluett and ask where British soldiers acquired the sense of having been forgotten.
Public Profile and Soldier Access
Initial debate on the campaign was centred on the political battle in London over the war's strategic direction. Under the government of Liberal Prime Minister Herbert Henry Asquith, tension grew between civilian and military policy makers as the two sides jockeyed for strategic influence. Proponents of an eastern, peripheral approach to the war's prosecution included Secretary of State for War, David Lloyd George, Lord Kitchener, and then First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill. In opposition, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Sir William Robertson, and General Sir Douglas Haig, amongst others, contended that the decisive blow would come in France and, appreciating Britain's need to protect its imperial possessions, would only support defensive actions outside the Western Front. With the ascendancy of Lloyd George to Prime Minister in December 1916, British war policy underwent a dramatic revision. Positioning Britain for a long war, Lloyd George actively sought alternatives to the deadlock in France by seeking victories in Salonika, Mesopotamia, and Palestine. Whether Lloyd George's eastward push was part of a prevailing political pessimism, driving British war policy toward a compromise peace, or a conciliatory gesture done to placate the British public's desire for territorial spoils, the debate was, certainly, centred on power. 15 Distrustful of Haig, suspicious of Robertson, and fearing that Britain would be unable to sustain another Somme offensive, Lloyd George, as Matthew Hughes rightly proposes, was attempting to shift the burden in France to others. Until Robertson's removal in February 1918, British war policy remained a divided and schizophrenic affair. 16 Echoing the political division in Whitehall, The Times became a battleground for public debate on British war strategy. Central to the discussion was the contention that Britain's peripheral theaters depleted the Western Front of men and materiel. Only weeks after Lloyd George's election and on the eve of the EEF's success at Rafah on 9 January 1917, an anonymous editorial affirmed "but one way to peace," the "German armies must be broken up, captured, or destroyed." "We must run no risks," warned the author, "by dissipating our efforts." 17 In February 1917, an unnamed military correspondent impressed the importance of numerical superiority on the Western Front. "To beat the enemy in France we must have the men." Unless Britain stationed every available man in the trenches of France and Flanders, "we have no right to expect to win the war." 18 Indeed, as late as September 1918, the Egypt and Palestine campaign polarized public opinion. Following the destruction of the Turkish Army in northern Palestine, an anonymous Times leader suggested, "people are still far from understanding its relevance." While the Western Front was, unquestionably, "the decisive theatre of war," the author failed to understand the prejudice against the Near Eastern campaign. "To suppose that it is inconsistent or competitive with the view that looks to the West for the main military sentiment," the author argued, "betrays a ridiculous lack of a sense of proportion." 19 The public, it seemed, was as divided about Britain's strategy as the policy makers in London.
Damaging the Egypt and Palestine campaign's public image as an active and important theatre of war, casualty statistics, often reprinted in newspapers, exposed a considerable discrepancy between other fronts and Palestine. Of the war's major theatres, including France, Mesopotamia, the Dardanelles, and Salonika, the campaign in Egypt and Palestine sustained the lowest percentage of "battle casualties." Fewer than 7 percent of the total number of men employed in the EEF were killed, wounded, or officially listed as missing. In comparison, France suffered a casualty rate of nearly 56 percent. Compared to the peripheral theatres outside Western Europe, Egypt and Palestine fared little better. The failed invasion of the Gallipoli peninsula produced a casualty rate of nearly 23 percent; in Mesopotamia, 15 percent of combatants became casualties; even Salonika, a front that witnessed little offensive engagement until the war's closing stages, approached 9 percent. 20 21 To the average Briton scouring the dailies for war news, the long casualty lists from the Western Front gave the impression that the men in France were shouldering a disproportionate burden of the war.
Operating within an economy of sacrifice, physical loss became the market's preferred currency. Disease and death by sickness, in contrast, held little social value. Indeed, disease and sickness rates demonstrated that the EEF were far from immune to the perils of war. Over 650,000 men were admitted to hospitals for disease throughout the Egypt and Palestine campaign. 42 percent of total deaths in the Egypt and Palestine campaign were the result of sickness. In comparison only 9 percent of the British Expeditionary Force in France died of disease, occurring mostly throughout 1919 and early 1920 as the influenza pandemic spread across Europe. Quantitatively, only the campaigns in Mesopotamia and France produced more sickness-related deaths. 22 Joanna Bourke has explored the cultural fixation with the male body and the corresponding alteration of physical masculinity during the war. Bodily disfigurement and the memorialization of death all assumed new modes of representing the male figure.
Increasing preoccupation with the male body and gendered responsibility eventually infiltrated the debate on civic participation. The loss of an arm or leg represented a visible marker of wartime service. Unlike limblessness, the internal biology of a disease-ravaged soldier could not be publicly verified. 23 To die in a field hospital in southern Palestine or the Jordan Valley from malaria, or to languish in convalescence at Cairo, stricken with typhus, did not match the social impact of a death or disfigurement by battle.
The British public also heard less about and less from the men fighting in Egypt and Palestine. Aside from the temporary, but sizeable, increase in popular attention that accompanied the EEF's capture of Jerusalem in December 1917, press coverage was generally sporadic. From January 1915, when the first signs of a Turkish invasion of the Sinai became clear, to the announcement of the Armistice, approximately 260 articles on or referring to the Egypt and Palestine campaign were published in The Times. 24 Roughly 13 percent related to the capture of Jerusalem. The majority of articles were single column features or regurgitated information from official dispatches. These also included general news articles, bulletins and editorials. In one of The Times' more popular features, titled "Letters from the Front," the only submission to come out of the Egypt and Palestine campaign appeared from an artillery officer in early 1915. Constantly disappointed by the lack of action, the soldier expressed optimism at the "prospect of a little business...to relieve the monotony." 25 Writing in 1916, Leonard Richmond Wheeler encapsulated the loneliness of warring in the Near East and the intense longing for the familiarity of England in verse. "Although a man roams far away, They'd call him back some distant day, Where dawn rolls up across the bay, Out somewhere East of Suez/ I long for Sussex by the sea, For red-roofed Rye or Winchelsea; Some thousand miles I fain would be, Far from the East of Suez." 26 Though whimsically composed on campaign, the satire of a theatre of war located somewhere beyond the Suez Canal largely held true for the British public. Immediately after the war's conclusion the British public, excepting the fall of Jerusalem, were still in the dark. While Edward C. Woodfin is likely correct in suggesting that the "battle-scarred veterans of Gallipoli," recuperating in Egypt after the evacuation of the Dardanelles, carried with them to France the perception of an inactive front in Egypt, this does little to address the transmission of a passive theatre to the British public. 27 That the Egypt and Palestine campaign remained poorly understood immediately after the war was confirmed by the war correspondent to London newspapers, W.T. Massey. In the first of three publications about the EEF's Near Eastern war, The Desert Campaigns, published in late 1918, Massey explained the motivation behind the work as a desire "to give our people a better understanding of the really great effort the Army in Egypt has made to serve Imperial interests." Several months before writing, Massey had received a letter from a colleague on the Western Front, "a thinking man," who "expressed the hope that the war in Egypt would soon be over, for then 'the good boys your way will be able to come to France to see what war is.'" Massey was confident that the labours of the EEF, properly told, would dispel the notion that the war was "all honey for a man in the Egyptian Expeditionary Force." Recounting a conversation with an Australian Brigadier in 1917 at a cinematic news screening in Cairo, he recalled how the Australian, after seeing men and horses struggling through the muddy outskirts of Gaza, turned and said, "We are lucky to be out of that." Massey assured the reader that "our brave boys in France looking at any true picture of troops in the desert would make precisely the same comment." 28 Massey continued to campaign for the EEF in the 1919 release, How Jerusalem Was Won: Being the Record of Allenby's Campaign in Palestine. After declaring the EEF's capture of Jerusalem as "marking an epoch…second only to that era which saw the birth of Christianity," he considered the campaign's historical contribution. Conceding that wartime Britain had failed to see the Egypt and Palestine campaign "in true perspective," as the destruction of Germany's eastern ambitions, as time passed, he was confident that the "calm judgment of the historian" would recover the campaign's significance. 29 Importantly, Massey identified censorship of the press as a leading cause of the public's benightedness. Restrictions placed on war correspondents by the Intelligence Branch of the War Office prohibited the naming of battalion commanders, regiments, or the identification of individual divisions. Though he was permitted to reference loose geographic associations, such as "Lowland" or "Londoners," Massey felt that the practice of omitting divisional or regimental identifiers was designed "with the object of keeping our people at home in the dark, forbidding them glory in the deeds of their children and brothers." 30 To the British soldier thousands of miles away in the barren wilderness of the Sinai or the inhospitable hillsides surrounding Jerusalem, the continual absence of their regiment, which, given the strong bonds of regimental loyalty, acted to validate individual wartime participation, contributed to their feeling of neglect. 31 Frank Fox, recalling the cavalry action at Qatia, felt that the Royal Gloucester Hussars had "wiped off old scores and got a name at last." 32 The paucity of wartime news coverage meant that the first immersive encounter with the Egypt and Palestine campaign for the British public likely migrated to Britain from the United States. Narrated by the American journalist, Lowell Thomas, With Allenby in Palestine, including the Capture of Jerusalem and Liberation of Holy Arabia, opened in London on 7 August 1919. Imported from New York under the patronage of Percy Burton and the English-Speaking Union, the show included official war films and photography in its two-hour-long multimedia blitz on the senses. 33 Thomas' production was not only "the originating moment of the Lawrence legend," popularizing the Arabian exploits of T.E. Lawrence, for many, it was also an introduction to the entire campaign. 34 The Observer praised Thomas' show for bringing "home to us…the stirring and romantic incidents of the victorious war in the East." 35 Explaining the public's attraction to the show as a product of the campaign's unfamiliarity, The Times wrote:
It is now more than four months since Mr. Lowell Thomas started upon his campaign to dispel some of the fog which hung over the Palestine campaign in this country. Either the fog was very heavy, or the process of dispelling it is very fascinating, for Mr. Thomas is still at work and there is no sign yet of a completion of his labours.
As reviews of With Allenby in Palestine make clear, the Egypt and Palestine Campaign's history, despite Massey's attempts, had made little impact on Britain's collective consciousness. Thomas' travelogue, the newspapers asserted, was singularly responsible for relieving the malaise. "During the war," continued The Times reviewer, "the London public heard comparatively little about the 'sideshows,' and it naturally appreciates the opportunity of hearing a connected story of the Palestine triumph told by a dispassionate outsider, who was in the campaign but not of it." 36 Over four million spectators flocked to Thomas' show throughout the British Empire. Despite the show's widespread reception, British soldiers writing in the 1920s consistently promoted the belief that their campaign had been overlooked. As the performance gained popularity and Lawrence's celebrity increased, Thomas eventually included Lawrence's name in the production's title. By September 1919, the Left-wing Nation had already chosen to devote the majority of its review to Lawrence, "whose name was hardly known before the war," instead of the familiarity of Allenby. 37 It might be that as the spotlight shone brighter on Lawrence's revolt and less on the exploits of General Allenby and the EEF, soldiers dissociated themselves from the production. If Colonel Richard Meinertzhagen's wartime diary can be taken as representative of soldier attitudes to Lawrence, it is clear that EEF soldiers did not embrace Lawrence or his Arabian campaign. Meinertzhagen was convinced that Lawrence had "an intense desire to be the hero…of the whole war," despite the Arabian revolt "not having the slightest influence on Allenby's main campaign." Assessing Lawrence's tales of train demolitions and cavalry ambushes, Meinertzhagen peppered his diary with phrases such as "bombastic exaggerations" and "preposterous claims." 38 Lawrence's revolt, at least for Meinertzhagen, had little to do with the EEF.
British soldiers in Egypt and Palestine did not have to wait until the war's end to discover their absence from the national war narrative. Several factors contributed to their feelings of isolation and abandonment. As the campaign advanced into the Sinai and southern Palestine, the lack of local infrastructure restricted the availability of mail, fracturing home links that helped sustain morale. Both Alexander Watson and Michael Roper have noted the acute emotional effect that regular correspondence and contact with the home front had on a soldier's mental state. Correspondence was viewed simultaneously as a "duty to" and a physically verifiable "sign of loved ones." 39 When mail did arrive through dispensatory outlets such as family parcels, packages, and letters, most British soldiers stationed in Egypt or Palestine would have acquired some conception of the campaign's public profile in Britain. As such EEF soldiers were exposed, albeit, intermittently, to British war coverage and were likely aware of their lack of attention almost from the campaign's inception.
Outside of Cairo incoming mail was, at best, irregular. As other studies have revealed, mail from Britain typically arrived in two to three days on the Western Front. Censored letters from France averaged roughly six days to reach their intended destination. 40 By tracking the correspondence dates of letters home and soldiers' records of received mail, it is clear that soldiers in the Egypt and Palestine campaign were experiencing far greater delays and uncertainty with their correspondence. A letter sent from England to a soldier in Egypt or Palestine spent approximately 14 to 24 days in transit, if not longer. Major General P.A. Bainbridge, an officer in the Royal Army Ordnance Corps, relayed the inconsistency of correspondence to his son, Robert, writing, "Our mails are erratic. We had a long time without getting any letters over 3 weeks tho one or 2 odd ones got through somehow…now I hear another mail has been lost somewhere so our news is rather broken up." 41 As the troops moved further away from Cairo, mail became increasingly difficult to receive. Forced to modernize the region's infrastructure and transport system, packages and parcels could only travel as far as the railhead. At Khan Yunis, near the border of southern Palestine and the Sinai Peninsula, Dr. William Scott, a Lieutenant in the Royal Army Medical Corps, lamented, "We get no war news or newspapers here." Confiding the emotional effects of irregular mail to his diary, he noted "One begins to long for home letters after 3 weeks' silence." 42 As the EEF advanced north of Jerusalem, outpacing its supply system, C.S. Wink, an officer in the 54 th East Anglian Division, wrote to a family friend, "Mails are now very irregular + rather difficult to get as they mostly go up to H.Q. + have to be sent down again." 43 Even in 1918, with the railway double-tracked and extended into Palestine, Private G. Good had "not seen a newspaper for a fortnight." Stationed near the Jordan Valley at Tell'Asur, the isolation of desert campaigning weighed on his mind, "One feels such a tremendous long way from everywhere out here. In Italy we could get about in civilization, but here we can neither get about nor is there much civilization." 44 The absence of mail and the severing of home front ties could lead some soldiers to a state of depression. Bernard Blaser of the London Scottish recalled the arrival of mail as a "red-letter day." For those who received mail it could act as a "stimulant," injecting them with optimism and hope. Those who did not receive mail slipped into "disappointment" and "despondency." In a remarkable passage loaded with the psychological and physical effects of irregular contact, Blaser recalled the mental state of soldiers without regular correspondence:
They felt absolutely forgotten, and the total absence of any possibility of leave home, coupled with the uncertainty as to how long they were to be 'buried alive,' often caused them to sink into such a deplorable state of apathy and neglect of their personal cleanliness that in time they fell sick and had to go to hospital. 45 The psychological effect of irregular correspondence could, as Blaser explained, translate into a physical condition. The arrival of mail clearly formed an integral part not only of soldiers' wartime experience, but also of their memorial reconstruction of the war years. Their presence in a strange and foreign land only intensified the bonds of home front links. As will be shown when soldiers discovered their absence from British newspapers, the feeling of being "buried alive" was linked to their desire for public recognition and an audience for their actions. Furthermore, mail frequently arrived out-of-order and it could become difficult to respond directly to specific letters and the content therein. To correct the problem of random mail, Christopher Fautley, of the 2/15 th Battalion, devised a notational structure to identify his writings. Writing to his wife, Em, "I must thank you very much for your nice letter of 14 th February, which I received on Friday 19 & it must have been mislaid somewhere en route. I think by now, that I have received all your letters…I have mentioned the dates of them so you will know how I stand." 46 Corporal Oswald Herbert Best, 2 nd Signal Co., Royal Engineers, notified his mother in May 1918 that letters dated from November and December 1917 had only just arrived. 47 When soldiers did receive mail, it often included newspapers from the home front. In addition to their function as emotional sustenance, letters and parcels from Britain, through their inclusion of newspapers and popular media, could provide soldiers with an impression, though not always up-to-date, of British war coverage. With nearly 60,000 parcels handled by the British Army every day, the inclusion of newspapers in letter packages sent to soldiers constituted one of their primary networks of information. 48 Writing from Egypt to family in Britain, Lieutenant Colonel Randolf Baker, an officer in the Southern Dorset Yeomanry, marked the arrival of "Times and mails of the UK." 49 Christopher Fautley received copies of John Bull and the Weekly Mirror with many of his letters. 50 52 Captain R.E.C. Adams of the East Surrey Regiment Brigade, in the published account based on his wartime diary, frequently commented on the arrival of newspapers and his discontent over the theatre's scant coverage. As the EEF were preparing for the Third Battle of Gaza in October 1917, one of the campaign's bloodiest periods, Adams observed that The Times had "devoted three lines to the good moral and health of the troops…otherwise nothing to report on this front." 53 Adams' precision is noteworthy. As best they could, many men in the EEF actively tracked the campaign's public profile. D.P. Appleby found that the capture of Jerusalem was "the topic of conversation in the London newspapers." 54 A keen observer of news-papers' content, both D.H. Calcutt and Captain D.F. Heath, of the 1 st Manchester Regiment, collected old newspapers and "cut out the Palestine references," finding many of them "Very amusing." 55 Even when the Egypt and Palestine campaign did receive media attention, some took exception with its representation. After finding a cache of newspapers misplaced by the post at El Shaulth, C.R. Hennessey wrote, "it amused us to read the War Correspondents' accounts of our activities. These accounts were obviously written by men with a vivid imagination, and we only hoped they achieved their purpose of cheering up the folks at home." 56 Though unreliable, familial correspondence and British newspapers provided EEF soldiers with access to home front news and the public profile of the Egypt and Palestine campaign. Soldiers could gauge their level of public awareness and, as a result, were likely aware of their enigmatic image during the war. Sidelined in the popular press, their exclusion from the story of wartime Britain would motivate returning soldiers to set the record straight and reestablish their wartime role in Britain's cultural memory. To accomplish this, the men of the EEF turned to publishing and the emerging market of war literature.
Somewhere East of Suez
In their effort to demonstrate to the British public that their participation in the war was as legitimate as those who had fought primarily on the Western Front, British soldiers in the EEF mobilized their discontent. Compiled from diaries and recollections and published in 1926, Edwin C. Axe and Edwin Blackwell used their literary platform to confront images of the Egypt and Palestine campaign as a theatre of relaxation. While acknowledging that the Western Front was of wider importance to the war effort than the operations in Palestine, Axe and Blackwell vigorously defended the EEF's wartime contribution:
But whatever opinion was held or expressed on such larger issues, there was certainly cause for righteous indignation among the troops in Palestine and Egypt when they continually learned from the old country that everyone regarded this hazy venture as a glorious picnic. War and hardships? Not on your life. They're romping in the sylvan glades of the Holy Land, or lazily languishing on the line of communications somewhere east of the Canal. There was a war on, and at times as fierce in intensity as France could show. 57 Rejecting the misleading representation of the Egypt and Palestine campaign as a "glorious picnic," the authors delegitimized the notion of British soldiers strolling through the picturesque Holy Land, evading the "hardships" of war.
Of course, war books were not the only means of public commemoration and recognition. The construction of war memorials in the interwar period provided collective symbols that could provoke a sensory experience unlike the pages of a war memoir or published diary. As sites of both public and private mourning, they stood as physical testimonials, recognizing the eternality of the war dead's sacrifice and the indebtedness of the bereft. 58 The war was memorialized in nearly every European town and, so, too, was it commemorated in Egypt and Palestine. On the Mount of Olives, at Mount Scopus outside Jerusalem, and in Egypt, war cemeteries were constructed to commemorate the dead. 59 Importantly, though, the logistics and cost of travelling to eastern battlefields limited the number of British pilgrims. Without an official apparatus to coordinate their journey and subsidize the cost, like the YMCA and Salvation Army organized tours of the Western Front, eastbound pilgrims faced the financial burden alone. 60 The working-class family of J.G. Boutel, 1 st City of London Yeomanry, spent fourteen years saving until they could afford to visit their son's gravesite in Kantara in 1932. 61 The war cemeteries and memorials of the east could, however, experience bumps in attendance. Over 1,000 visitors travelled to the cemetery in Jerusalem between January and April 1930. Despite these occasional spikes, which were commonly the result of an unrelated surge in British tourists to Mandate Palestine, the logistical and financial burden of travel prevented most Britons from journeying east. 62 As such, the war book provided the cheapest and most accessible mode of tapping into the experience of the EEF soldier in World War I.
Military participation, and the equation with publicly recognized participation must be made, formed a key marker of masculinity and an evolving component of interwar citizenship. 63 Unsurprisingly, most postwar EEF writings stated as their literary objective the desire to rectify public ignorance. "LITTLE has been said, and less written," wrote Antony Bluett, "of the campaigns in Egypt and Palestine. This book is an attempt to give those interested some idea of the work and play and, occasionally, the sufferings of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force." 64 What little the public did know, suggested Bluett, centered on the capture of Jerusalem in December 1917 and the subsequent string of victories as the EEF pushed northwards, culminating in the destruction of the Turkish Army in Palestine and the capture of Damascus in September 1918. "Again, as far as most people at home are concerned," he wrote:
the Great Crusade began with the taking of Jerusalem and ended when the Turks finally surrendered in the autumn of 1918. This view, entirely erroneous though it be, is not unreasonable, for a thick veil shrouded the doings of the army in Egypt in the early days, and the people at home saw only the splendid results of two years' arduous preparation and self-sacrifice. 65 The home front, however, was not to blame for their lack of knowledge. It was the British press who had blurred the campaign out of the public's vision. While some EEF writers, such as Edward Thompson, used their war experience to advance a political agenda, most soldiers, like Bluett, wrote to rehabilitate the Egypt and Palestine Campaign's public image. Lieutenant Colonel Henry Chauvel, commander of the Desert Mounted Corps, felt that R.M.P. Preston's regimental history had "done a service to his country" in bringing attention to a campaign "but little known to the general public." 66 For Robert H. Goodsall, a Second Lieutenant in the Royal Field Artillery, the object of his book was not simply "to write a war history," but rather, "to portray by pen, brush and camera," the "life of the individual Tommy fighting in the rich plains of Philistia or the difficult hill country of Judea." 67 Goodsall was not only writing to enlighten the British public, he was also writing to "stir the memory of those who were 'out East' in 1917 and 1918." 68 Soldiers consciously avoided the tepid prose of official histories, scattering personal anecdotes and vivid geographical descriptions to enliven their accounts. As Edwin Blackwell and Edwin C. Axe explained, to create a "readable narrative" it was necessary to "amplify" their diary entries, "to intersperse banal incident in a piquant manner." 69 Recourse to an intimate and personal language did have limitations. A disgruntled S.F. Hatton of the Middlesex Imperial Yeomanry charged that Erich Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front "was not a real picture of the War as it only portrayed one aspect." Mocking the sentimentality of Remarque's disillusionment, Hatton assured the reader that his story was true, "the men are real," and "You will find here no 'nerve-shattered padres,' no 'weeping colonels,' nor do my troopers take away their love-letters to the latrines to read." 70 Though Hatton's assault on disillusioned war literature was unique amongst EEF postwar writings, the idea that the British public had an inaccurate and distorted vision of the campaign, if they had one at all, pervaded the majority of soldier writings. 71 As part of a mnemonic reconstruction of the campaign's chronology, EEF soldiers transformed the first phase of their campaign, under the command of Archibald Murray, into a period of military labour. During World War I, modern, industrial warfare initiated a cultural process that redefined traditional concepts of warlike qualities and activities. Lengthy casualty lists, incessant shelling, and the muddied trenches of Ypres sector, slowly acquired a cultural dominance that changed Britain's conception of war. 72 Before the strategic revision of British war policy enacted under Lloyd George, a program of logistical and infrastructural development characterized the Egypt and Palestine campaign's military operations. Kristian Coates Ulrichsen has investigated the radical changes in colonial administration and imperial authority exercised by the EEF throughout 1915-1917. The increasing demands of a mobile, modern army conducting industrialized warfare put considerable strain on the pre-war infrastructure of Egypt, and as the EEF advanced through the Sinai desert and into Ottoman Palestine, on the near non-existent transport system of a neglected territory. 73 As such, the men of the EEF were needed to lay roads, pipelines, construct rail-track, and modernize the infrastructure of British-occupied territory.
Prior to the First and Second Battles of Gaza in March and April 1917, military activities were largely restricted to drilling, outpost duty and advanced reconnaissance. Following Murray's arrival in March 1916, the capriciousness of the War Cabinet in London had left the EEF without a clear operational objective. Other than acting as a strategic reserve for the Western Front and as protection for British shipping routes through the Canal, the EEF could do little more than consolidate its territorial gains and improve defensive fortifications. 74 Major Edward Rowe of the 2 nd County of London (Westminster Dragoons) Yeomanry recalled that the "routine of drill and stables soon became monotonous." 75 Troops could spend as much as eight weeks undergoing training and drilling exercises, as Captain Alban Bacon of the Hampshire Regiment did in early 1917 at Rafah. 76 Robert H. Goodsall frequently protested that "such inaction" was "directly opposed to all the accepted axioms of war." 77 Rowlands Coldicott, in particular, was apprehensive about the effect of military inaction on his regiment's image. Reminiscing about the British occupation of Latrun and the subsequent period of regimental reorganization, he pleaded with his reader that there was "domesticity even in the life of soldiers on a campaign." "Apollo is not forever bending his bow," quipped Coldicott, and yet, "when pens and cameras and returned warriors have done their best, it is difficult…to convince them that we do not use cold steel daily, or kill men as a matter of course every forenoon before we have our dinner." 78 Victorian and imperial conceptions of British masculinity had affirmed warfare as an arena for men to display their manhood long before the First World War. Popular conceptions of bravery frequently drew on Victorian traditions that connected warfare with sexual virility and intrepidness. 79 Coupled with a renewed code of Christian conduct, publicly expressed as "muscular Christianity," the absence of these qualities negatively reflected upon a soldiers' ability to satisfy a wartime martial character. 80 Action and restless activity were synonymous with masculinity, while, conversely, inaction and idleness were gendered as feminine attributes and poisonous to the sound male mind. To the soldiers of the EEF, the fact that they did not daily unsheathe their swords and seek out the dug-in Turk did not mean that they were not contributing to the war effort.
Though Murray's time in charge of the EEF could hardly be described as unproductive, Murray, himself, soon became synonymous with inaction and administrative lassitude. Colonel Richard Meinertzhagen expressed concern that Murray had transformed the EEF into an "inert Army" plagued by a "lethargic sleep." 81 Despite labelling Murray as "one of the most handsomest and most soldierlike" British officers of World War I, Cyril Falls, co-author of the Egypt and Palestine campaign's official history, resigned to tagging him a "misfit" and ultimately responsible for the failed attacks at Gaza in March and April 1917. 82 Edward Thompson, though omitting Murray's name, criticized his decision to station the EEF's headquarters away from the fighting front at Cairo, "A handful of Olympians lived aloof, the administrative staff who flung orders at us from a distance, while we miserable ones were pitch forked together into huge, amorphous messes." 83 Perhaps the most glaring derision of Murray's command was his conspicuous absence from many postwar writings. H.O. Lock's The Conquerors of Palestine Through Forty Centuries failed to mention Murray at all, instead referring to the "British commander" who ordered the retreat at the First Battle of Gaza. 84 In fact, many narratives of the campaign only mention Murray to discuss his deficiencies. Comparing Murray to Allenby, Edward Victor Godrich, of the Queen's Own Worcestershire Hussars, wrote that Murray was nothing more than a "figurehead," while "Allenby was a real live GOC moving about amongst us." 85 The exclusion of Murray by postwar soldier writings was a conscious effort to sanitize the campaign's history by removing a figure associated with inaction and failure.
Despite the laborious efforts of the EEF and the Royal Engineer Corps, the soldiers felt that these activities had gone unnoticed in the public's eye. "The colossal task" of preparing for the waging of war in the Near East, according to Antony Bluett, was one that the "magnitude of which was never imagined by the people at home." 86 The logistical frustrations of campaigning in a country without a modern infrastructure, confronted by the presence of a well-disciplined and resolute Turkish Army, and compounded by the supply problem of navigating the submarine-infested Mediterranean, compelled Bluett to explain the link between supply and offensive action:
Add to this the facts that a hundred and fifty miles of desert had to be cleared of an enemy who fought with the most bitter determination all the way, that a railway had to be constructed, and an adequate water-supply had to be maintained over the same desert, before an offensive on a large scale could ever be dreamt about, and the connection mentioned above becomes strikingly obvious. 87 The British advance base at Kantara and defensive outposts constructed in the Sinai, the physical manifestations of the EEF's supposedly dormant energy, provided the answer to the years of 1915-1917: Those people at home who, from time to time, asked querulously, "What are we doing in Egypt?" should have seen Kantara in 1915, and then again towards the end of 1916. Failing that I would ask them, and also those kindly but myopic souls who said: "What a picnic you are having in Egypt!" to journey awhile with us through Kantara and across the desert of Northern Sinai. For the former there will be a convincing answer to their query; the latter will have an opportunity of revising their notions as to what really constitutes a picnic. 88 Though not always fighting, Bluett reminded the reader that the men of the EEF were very much active and at work. By inverting the discourse of inactivity and connecting knowledge to experience, Bluett, like other EEF soldiers, expressed his frustrations with a public that did not understand the EEF's wartime contribution. Others, too, found in Kantara and British infrastructural developments the cure for their popularly imagined inactivity. E.V. Godrich wrote that the "wonderful" work of the railway leading from Kantara into the Sinai was not a "simple affair" and had not "received the notice it deserves in the Home Press." 89 In Kantara's completion, conscientious objector Donald McNair, of the 8 th Battalion Hampshire Regiment, saw proof of the "British mastery" of the desert. 90 Comparing the British base to a "great city," Captain A. Douglas Thorburn, of the 2/22 nd County of London Howitzer Battery, recalled that it was "possibly the largest in the whole British Army." 91 Published shortly after the war, Gerald B. Hurst correctly prophesized that the "unqualified praise" due to soldiers for their labour works would never materialize. Of the defensive works constructed by the Manchester Regiment in June 1916 at the affectionately named outpost of Ashton-in-Sinai, Hurst conceded that "this particular phase of soldiering has in itself no place in the annals of the Great War." 92 War books provided EEF soldiers the opportunity to reshape the memory of their campaign. In defending their role as, essentially, military labourers, the work of the EEF from 1915-1917 may suggest the need to revise our concepts of work and military labour in World War I. Janet Watson has suggested that the war created two categories of experience, work and service, informed primarily by a soldier's socio-economic background, while others have emphasized the capacity for regional and occupational backgrounds to influence attitudes toward soldiering. 93 What we have encountered in the Egypt and Palestine campaign, in contrast, suggests that soldier identity was circumstantial and often a conscious response to public discourse. Presenting themselves as military labourers, they sought to lend purpose to the wearisome desert days of 1916 and early 1917. 94 Their wartime participation did not start and stop with the capture of Jerusalem.
Allenby's Crusaders
To overcome the contention that the EEF had led an inactive life under the command of Archibald Murray, EEF soldiers used war books to recast their role in 1916-1917 as military labourers. The second phase of the campaign, beginning with the arrival of General Sir Edmund Allenby in June 1917, transformed them into crusaders.
Titles such as The Modern Crusaders, The Romance of the Last Crusade:
With Allenby to Jerusalem, and With Allenby's Crusaders, centred the story of the EEF on the leadership of, and relationship to, its Commander-in-Chief. 95 For several postwar recollections, Allenby even composed an introduction, foreword, or preface, endorsing the work's veracity and praising the contribution of the author or his division to the successful outcome in the Near East. 96 For many, Allenby's arrival signalled the turning point in the campaign's fortunes. Captain R.E.C. Adams of the 74 th (Meerut) Indian Division felt that "new life" had been "infused into the Expeditionary Force." 97 The renewal of a continual flow of men and supplies to Palestine was directly attributed to Allenby's penchant for organization and planning. Writing in 1926, Bernard Blaser recalled that Allenby had "[realized] the enormity of his task," correlating his arrival to the influx of troops "from France, Macedonia, and India to augment the original force." 98 In his postwar published diary, Oliver Teichmann, of the 1/1 Worcestershire Yeomanry heralded Allenby's coming as the arrival of the "man-power General." 99 One of the first things Allenby "insisted upon" was an "adequate supply of 6-inch Howitzer Batteries" and "some long range guns." 100 Lawrence's revolt east of the Jordan may have been the "romantic fringe" of the war, casting an unfocused spotlight on the British in the Near East, but Allenby had rescued them from a life of inaction. 101 As John More poignantly wrote, he "made our lives worth living." 102 Importantly, Allenby's command also coincided with the capture of Jerusalem and the retrospective construction of the campaign as a crusade. Eitan Bar-Yosef has sourced the British fascination with the Holy Land and the reclamation of Jerusalem to the early nineteenth century, as one that penetrated the education of British youth. Biblical familiarity, acquired through the Bible, Christian hymns, and Sunday school, engrained a romantic image of the Holy Land onto the British mindset and fashioned a "vernacular biblical culture." 103 More recently, James E. Kitchen's insightful research has expanded on Bar-Yosef 's ideological foundation by exploring the wartime origin and pervasiveness of crusading rhetoric amongst British Imperial soldiers. Members of the EEF's religious fringe could believe themselves to be modern crusaders, but more commonly, he argues, they were fascinated by the exoticism and allure of the Near East and intrigued by Islamic culture. In an important contribution to the understanding of expeditionary identity, Kitchen asserts that instead of the soldiers being seen as the modern reincarnation of holy warriors, they were more appropriately "the region's first mass tourists." 104 Kitchen, however, is less convincing when accounting for the popular frequency of crusading rhetoric and its inclusion in postwar writings. Rightly observing that the definition of the campaign as a crusade did not begin exclusively in the postwar period, he suggests that "clear commercial benefits" to the work's author and, presumably, its publisher, encouraged such references.
Reviews and advertisements of EEF war books, however, tell a different story. 105 Peter Mandler's passionate caution against the reduction of cultural products to mere text argues for greater emphasis on a source's historical reality, its diffusion and reception. 106 By exploring how publishers advertised war books and contextualizing the notion of commercial benefits, the sales argument becomes unsellable. Cecil Sommers' Temporary Crusaders was marketed by its publisher, John Lane The Bodley Head, as an "amusing account of campaigning in Palestine and the East." 107 Heath Cranton's advertisement for With Allenby's Crusaders, written by Captain John More of the 1/6 th Royal Welch Fusiliers, made no reference to the campaign as a crusade. R.E.C. Adams' The Modern Crusaders was described as a "slight and 'chatty' account" of the EEF's advance. One of the exceptional features of Adams' account, as reviewed by The Times Literary Supplement, was the revelation, sure to ire ex-EEF soldiers, that he could acquire six oranges in Egypt for one piastre. 108 The Observer, reviewing Edward Thompson's Crusader's Coast, felt the book best described as "a guide to the flora of the Holy Land." "Those who seek excitement," warned the reviewer, "may avoid this book." 109 The absence of overt references to the crusading content of EEF postwar writings suggests that it held little commercial viability. At the very least, they were less remarkable than the promise of a "behind the scenes" glimpse at the privations of British soldiers in the Near East. 110 If the purchase power of attaching crusade to a war book's title was commercially bankrupt, we must answer why, then, allusions to the crusades were included at all. One explanation goes beyond Kitchen's offer of "historical context." 111 If we view the postwar writings of EEF soldiers as not only retrospective memories in text, but also existing as individual histories and the psychological process of evaluating wartime experience, the influence of subjective meaning becomes clearer. Though lacking in popular reception, presenting the Egypt and Palestine campaign, retrospectively, as a crusade, enabled EEF soldiers to compete with the moral value of the war in France and its centrality to the national war narrative.
EEF soldiers, like their counterparts on the Western Front, regularly placed their actions within a martial lineage of conquerors. 112 Bernard Blaser in Kilts Across the Jordan, recalled the march with the Second Battalion London Scottish toward Gaza in November 1917:
It was now, as we passed along one of the oldest routes in history, the highway between Egypt and Syria, trodden through the ages 'by Egyptian and Syrian Kings, by Greek and Roman conquerors, by Saracens and Crusaders, and lastly by Napoleon from Egypt and back again,' we began to feel that we, too, were Crusaders engaged upon a task similar to that held so sacred by our gallant predecessors of the Middle Ages. 113 The EEF, according to Blaser, were an extension of ancient and modern history. Major Vivian Gilbert, reminiscing about the campaign's end, reflected that it was "Strange to think that some of the fiercest battles of the world had taken place there; that Thotmes, Rameses, Sennacherib, Cambyses, Alexander, Pompey, Titus, Saladin, Napoleon and many another led his armies where Allenby led us!" 114 Pointing out that the EEF had traversed the same road used by Egyptian pharaohs to march into southern Palestine, Blackwell and Axe confidently wrote, "Verily, history repeats itself!" 115 In addition to cataloguing the campaign's martial ancestry, EEF soldiers were keen to point out that the British had succeeded where others had failed. Writing the regimental history of the Royal Gloucestershire Hussars Yeomanry, Frank Fox declared that the EEF had achieved a "measure of success" that "had been denied to Napoleon and the armies of the Crusades." 116 Of the EEF's push beyond Gaza toward Jerusalem in November 1917, Captain F.A.M.
Webster proudly informed the reader that Allenby and the EEF had avoided "the fate of the Assyrian, Roman and Crusader Forces" by pursuing the retreating Turks and exploiting their successes. 117 Rowlands Coldicott, like other EEF soldiers, found romance in retracing the historical footsteps of the ancients, "And was this not romantic, to be marching like the Romans to Jerusalem, and nearly to be at the point where marches would end and the expected struggle begin? Did the men of the legions of Titus grouse at the bad going as they tramped up into Judaea?" 118 The chance to re-live history clearly meant something to British soldiers in the Near East, at least retrospectively.
Stefan Goebel has viewed such historicizations as contextual reductions, designed to simplify the complexities of the conflict for a mass audience. 119 The importance of metaphor, however, is missing in this explanation. In his research on the cognitive and self-reflexive constructions of the self, James Olney has advocated the use of metaphor in the construction of meaningful patterns. Without metaphor, Olney stresses, "it is clear that the meaningpattern is not there in the items or the experiences themselves." Through the "metaphorizing imagination," EEF soldiers established patterns and connections to historical analogues, the crusades analogy being the prime example. 120 By establishing a recognizable pattern, one that used history and its cultural worth, soldiers invested their actions with the emotion and power of historical events. As a Christian society versed in Bible lore and Greco-Roman history, EEF soldiers attempted to explain the unknown, the Egypt and Palestine campaign, with the known. This enabled EEF soldiers writing in the postwar era to supply the reader with a toolbelt of knowledge, one that the reader could draw upon to understand the Egypt and Palestine campaign's importance and, crucially, to discover its meaning. 121 Searching for continuity, not just context, EEF soldiers played to the cultural sentiment of the crusades and attached it to their campaign. Though this failed to generate commercial success, its importance to the men writing should not be underestimated.
The moral imperative of liberation, so central to the Western Front and the freeing of Belgium, also made its way east. Crusading rhetoric in EEF war books was typically tied to the liberation of the Holy Land. Rowlands Coldicott, remembering the capture of Jerusalem wrote, "That Jerusalem was to be visited by us in the guise of liberators was an idea now handed freely about from man to man." 122 Vivian Gilbert dedicated his war book to the "Mothers of all the boys who fought for the freedom of the Holy Land." 123 Using the language of English liberalism to define their war experience was part of a recuperative process that ascribed meaning and purpose to death. The Western Front, likewise, was often presented as a crusade to rescue European civilization from German kultur. 124 In another instance of the importance of metaphor, its constructive and coercive power, as well as its cultural influence, Nicoletta F. Gullace has viewed the "rape of Belgium" as the "central metaphor of the war." 125 To compete with the liberation of Belgium and to fit into Britain's "moral" war, EEF soldiers promoted the Egypt and Palestine campaign as a cause equal in nobility to the Western Front. 126 Antony Bluett, an officer in the Camel Transport Corps, considered it Britain's "mission" to "free the Holy Land from the ambitions" of a "modern Herod." 127 Gilbert recalled the capture of Jerusalem and the end of "four centuries of Turkish misrule and oppression." He found it difficult to express his emotion on paper, writing, "How totally inadequate are words to tell of such an adventure as this!" 128 Edward Thompson considered the capture of Jerusalem to be the greatest feat of British arms outside of France: the taking of Jerusalem, inferior as a spectacle of brute energy, and hardly illustrating at all the more devilish developments of modern warfare, can be shown in a clear, hard light, historically and romantically the greatest of all episodes that have flamed on a sudden into public view out of the less regarded spaces of the war. 129 Some felt even stronger. The feeling that the war in Palestine was imbued with a more honest, ethical foundation heavily influenced the writing of Bernard Blaser. Having seen action on Vimy Ridge at the Battle of Arras, he held little doubt of the moral superiority of campaigning in Palestine over the fields of France and Flanders:
Here in Palestine there could be no empty and fallacious reasons for the war we were waging against the Turks, no selfish aims for commercial supremacy, no "Remember Belgium" and other shibboleths which had so sickened us that they became everyday jokes, but the purest of all motives, which was to restore this land, in which Christ lived and died, to the rule of Christian peoples. Apart from any sense of duty, it seemed to me a privilege to take part in such an undertaking. 130 That Blaser viewed his role in the campaign as a "privilege," not an act of compulsion or coercion, dressed the Near East as a stage still playing to the romance of morally compelled action. 131 "To free the Holy Land," he continued, "from a policy of organized murder, tyranny so awful and despicable as to cause the hearts of the most apathetic to revolt in disgust, was in itself sufficient to urge us to great efforts, to suffer increased hardships without complaint." 132 As the EEF continued past Gaza and toward Jerusalem, Blaser fondly recalled the friendly disposition of the local population to the advancing British troops, "for they no doubt realized that we had brought to an end the harsh rule of their Ottoman oppressors." With the EEF's advance came "the disappearance of the pauperizing exactions and heartless plunder of a Government which has dominated the fortunes of Palestine like a black cloud for over four hundred years." 133 The wresting of the Holy Land from the Ottomans and its restoration "to the rule of Christian peoples" was deeply reflective of English-Protestant ideas of the expansion of Pax Britannica and the extension of British democracy to politically backward easterners. 134 The liberation of the Holy Land could not only compete with the war to free Belgium, for men such as Blaser, it also seemed to be the only campaign of the war that was worth fighting.
Conclusion
In his annotated bibliography of war literature, Cyril Falls commented on the deluge of war books, declaring, "The Great War has resulted in the spilling of floods of ink as well as blood." Concerned that the disillusioned trench narrative had crystallized as the only authentic war experience, Falls reminded the reader that World War I had birthed a diverse body of writing. There was not "an aspect of it," he argued, that had not produced a "considerable literature of its own." 135 Published in 1930, Falls' plea reverberated the decade-long cries of British soldiers in Egypt and Palestine. Marginalized from the national war narrative, war books provided the men of the EEF a direct avenue to respond to their perceived absence and correct the campaign's popular image. In doing so, EEF soldiers actively engaged Britain's war narrative and repositioned their wartime effort as an important contribution to the war's successful conclusion. This was part of a process of renegotiation; a public collective bargaining that, taken as a whole, tried to use the power of their shared experiences in Egypt and Palestine to redefine their wartime service. Periods of military inaction, defined by the humdrum days of outpost duty and advanced reconnaissance in 1916-1917, could be mitigated by the Herculean efforts of the EEF in modernizing local infrastructure and building Britain's Near Eastern war machine. To compete with the liberation of Belgium, EEF soldiers turned to the rhetoric of a beneficent Empire, freeing the Holy Land from Ottoman misrule. Investing their martial actions with historical continuity and meaning, soldiers could describe their campaign as a modern crusade, following in the footsteps of medieval knights and antiquity's conquerors.
Throughout the 1920s, EEF soldiers were anything but silent about their wartime role and their absence from Britain's postwar national narrative. To suggest that the arrival of war books did not occur until the late l920s, as Hynes and Kingsley Kent have done, ignores a vibrant and active period of soldier writing. Furthermore, adherence to such a timeline only acts to reinforce the exclusion of non-canonical texts and writings outside the disillusioned school of war poets. By understanding the extent to which the Egypt and Palestine campaign had entered Britain's cultural memory of the war, we can more effectively place the writings of the EEF as part of the interwar debate on wartime service and national belonging. We must also recognize that British soldiers in Egypt and Palestine, while greater in number than the expeditionary forces in Salonika and Mesopotamia, were part of a larger network of aggrieved ex-servicemen, desperate to belong to the national mythology of World War I. As we have seen, the retrospective formation of Britain's wartime role was often a process centred on exclusion rather than inclusion. In order to truly understand World War I and its effect on British soldiers, on a generation of men, and women, who fought the world's first industrialized war, their stories must be included in any attempt to dissect and understand the war's social and cultural impact. ***
